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Editor's Note

Through a series of in-depth, exclusive interviews,
this magazine will bring you along the journey to
success of the industry's most incredible athletes and
business professionals. From sports to business to
motivation, we are committed to sharing  stories that
encourage you to seek greatness. Whether you are a
sports enthusiast or are looking to enter the sports
industry, we are excited to provide this platform 
for you to connect with these sports all-stars.

The Ballers Magazine is a digital magazine dedicated
to shining light on amazing people in sports that are
inspiring the next generation.

Connect with us at
@TheBallersMagazine on

Instagram or send us an email,
and let us know who you would

like to see featured on our
forthcoming issues.

Editor-in-Chief | @sofidumont
S O F I  D U M O N T

Sky's the limit,
keep ballin'.



Born and raised in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, Crystal Dangerfield started playing basketball at just five years
old. From playing in her city’s church league to participating in local tournaments growing up, Crystal quickly
fell in love with the game. It was at this moment that her journey in basketball truly began. During
her time at Blackman High School, she continued to further her skills on the court and leave her mark on
the game. From earning the Tennessee Gatorade Player of the Year three times to winning two gold medals
with USA Basketball, Crystal had an incredible high school career that marked her commitment to playing
the game at the highest level. After graduating from high school, she embarked on her collegiate career at
the University of Connecticut (UCONN), and continued to elevate her basketball IQ and passion for the game
over the following four years. As her senior year quickly approached, Crystal began thinking about the next
step in her career and was determined more than ever to play in the WNBA. Little did she know, but in just a
few months, her dreams of playing the game at the highest level would turn into reality. With the sixteenth
pick in the 2020 WNBA Draft, the Minnesota Lynx selected Crystal. This was it. This was the moment she had
been dreaming of and working towards for as long as she could remember. She hasn’t looked back
since. Crystal recently finished an incredible rookie season. A season which included making WNBA history
after winning the 2020 Rookie of the Year Award, and becoming the first person not selected in the first
round of the draft to win this honor. The best part of it all is that she is just getting started. Crystal
has continued to build her legacy through her efforts and partnerships off the court as well. Recently, she
joined the Jordan Brand family and is looking forward to collaborating on an array of projects with the brand
in the near future. Furthermore, as she continues her professional career, she is also excited to give back to
her community and the younger generation through initiatives surrounding mental health, food and
nutrition for underserved communities, and personal mentorship. Truly inspiring!
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You had an incredible high school
career and earned an array of
accolades—one of which included
winning gold medals with USA
Basketball. Could you share more
with us about what that experience
was like for you?

As you embarked on your collegiate career
at UCONN, what was that experience like?
What were some challenges that you faced
early on?

The experience as a whole was (all
about) growing each year.
Freshman year, it was just about
trying to understand the standard
that they have there and the level
that they expect us to play at. My
sophomore year I had a better
grasp on it, and I felt like I had
turned the corner for what they
wanted me to do. From there on
out, I just tried to make sure I was
getting better each year.

Yeah! I didn't really know too much about
it before actually going out there.
Originally my mom had brought it to me
and said, “Okay we are going to send you
out there”—because at the time, they
were doing it (where) you could apply and
send kids out there. I remember coming
back from a tournament, and a week or so
later, receiving a USA letter inviting me to
go up there. That was my very first time
with USA Basketball. I ended up making
that team. I went back the next year and
didn’t make that team. Then, I went back
the year after that and made that team. So
I think there have been three total teams
that I have been on, and have gone out
there four total times.



How do you think your game elevated
during your time at UCONN?
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With this game, mental toughness is
key. Whether it’s injuries or tough
losses, there are a variety of challenges
that one may face along the way. What
are some things that have kept you
motivated throughout those times?
What are some things that you have
learned?

We have to talk about Draft
Night! You were selected by the
Minnesota Lynx in the 2020
WNBA Draft. What was that
moment like of hearing your
name being called and achieving
your dream of playing basketball
at the highest level?

Just in understanding what kind of
shape I needed to be in to do the things
that I wanted to do. Also, it elevated (in
terms of) IQ and attention to detail—
those were all things that they harped
on in practice. Our practices were really,
really hard so when we got to games it
would be easier for us and things would
be more fluid. I think those were
probably the biggest ways (my game)
elevated.

I think my freshman year, I hadn’t been
up there two weeks, and I was told I
had to have surgery. That was my first
real injury that required surgery. There
were three surgeries in total (during
my) four years, so it was just about
having to understand my body. You
know, nobody likes to sit down or be
sidelined because of an injury. I had to
be mentally tough through that. It
helped me learn how to handle just
about anything—the pressure from our
coaching staff, losses in big games or
close games that shouldn’t have been
close, (etc). It just taught me how to
carry ourselves on the floor when
things aren’t going our way because we
have seen those (situations) before.

I think it was just crazy. As a kid, that
is what you really want. It was weird
going through it, but after it was over,
it’s (a moment) that I could look back
on and check that off as one of my
dreams coming true. You know finally
getting to go play, and being on the
court with people that I was looking
up to and watching play in college,
was super special.



The biggest challenge was obviously this
virus—especially with the waiting game
early on about how our season was going
to be played. You know past that, it was
the fact that we were playing every other
day. It was against bigger bodies too, so
before going out there, I tried to get my
body as prepared as I could. I had to
understand that there would be bigger
bodies, the games would be faster, and
they would allow a more physical play. It
was just that really. I was with a new team,
new coaching staff, and new players, so
having to understand what my role would
be like once I got there and the games
started to pick up (was key).
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Take us through that transition from
college into the league. What were
some challenges that you faced and
how did you work to overcome them?



As you highlighted, you had a unique
rookie season. Could you share more with
us about what that journey was like for
you—with playing games every other day,
and having to be in one location for three
months?

You did have an incredible rookie season
though! You earned the 2020 WNBA
Rookie of the Year Award and became the
first player not selected in the first round
of the draft to win this award. Reflecting
back on that journey, what did receiving
this award mean to you?

"Just how mentally tough I am—
and I think that can go for

everybody because 2020 wasn’t
an easy year. For sports teams to

pick back up in the middle of a
pandemic was hard, so I really
learned to not take things for

granted and be grateful for what
you have—(including) your health

and what you are able to do."
- Crystal on what she learned about

herself during her time in the bubble.

I liked playing every other day, but other
than that, being in one place for three
months was kind of tough. It is different
when you are in college—even if you are
there for what seems like ten months out
of the year—because you are traveling, you
are going to different states, and playing
different games. So being in one spot,
where your only outlet is to go to the arena
and back, it got tough at times. I think I was
pretty much over it after like the third week.
It wasn’t terrible, but it was definitely tough.

Reflecting back, I just wish I had taken it in
just a little bit more. I was happy to have
won it, it’s an honor. But I was so
concerned (about) the fact that we had a
playoff game, and it was a win or go home
game that night, that it didn’t really sink in
until well after our season was over. It
means a lot to me (though). We had a great
rookie class, and it was a tough
environment to be playing in. What it felt
like to be in that bubble while
understanding what was going on outside
that bubble—just the climate of the world
in so many ways—was mentally taxing. I am
proud of myself because there wasn’t a lot
of talk for me winning the award, but it
wasn’t just an award for me. It was an
award for my team. You gotta win games to
win an award like that, so it was credit to
my teammates and coaching staff as well.THE BALLERS MAGAZINE   |   8



What are some passion projects or things that you would like to pursue in the years to come as
you begin your professional career?

That actually transitions perfectly into our next question, which is all about becoming a part of
the Jordan Brand family. What does this partnership and the start of this new journey mean to
you?

Going into the advice side of things, what are some pieces of advice that you would give to
someone who is interested in playing basketball at the professional level?
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Photographs courtesy of  Crystal Dangerfield (@crystaldangerfield5)

It would definitely be things like food drives and mental health (initiatives). I think looking at how hard COVID
has affected some people really impacted me. My senior year (of college), I took a food class where we talked
about food deserts and places where it’s harder for some people to find food—that is something that I want
to work on and have my name attached to. Other than that, I want to focus on mental health for younger
kids because it is hard right now. I see people struggling with the fact that this pandemic is hurting their
whole athletic careers—both younger and older (athletes). Being with Jordan Brand (as well), I want to step
into the professional side of what it takes to build a shoe and things like that. I think that is what made it such
a perfect fit because I am able to bring my love for the game and love for shoes together.

I am still speechless about it. I can’t put it into words because if you would’ve asked me any of these
questions after the draft or during the season, I wouldn’t have been able to put all of this down. For me,
when I hear “Jordan Brand,” I just think of the best of the best. I think of success. I think of Michael Jordan—
the GOAT. It was special for them to come to me and say, “Hey we want you to be a part of the team.” I am
excited to get to work with them.

Just to stay really focused. I think there are a lot of different things going on that you can get sidetracked with
—especially when you are young. But if you want to be your best, you gotta start learning how to focus
yourself and then just work. You can’t worry about what the next person is doing. If you want some outside
motivation, you can have that for sure, but you have to be focused on yourself and how you are going to be
the best version of yourself every day.



S O C I A L  M E D I A

M A N A G E M E N T
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B R A N D I N G

D I G I T A L

M A R K E T I N G

C O N T E N T

C R E A T I O N

P U B L I C

R E L A T I O N S

G R A P H I C  D E S I G N

&  D I G I T A L  M E D I A

H e l p  o u r  c l i e n t s  t a k e  t h e i r  b r a n d s  t o  t h e
n e x t  l e v e l  w h i l e  s t r e n g t h e n i n g  t h e i r

p l a t f o r m  i n  t h e i r  r e s p e c t i v e  i n d u s t r i e s .

DUMONTMARKE T I NGDE S I GN S@GMA I L . COM
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RYAN

RAZOOKY

For Ryan Razooky, his love for the game of
basketball was the source that fueled his
interest in the world of skills training. After
learning from a variety of coaches, mentors,
and fellow trainers, Ryan embarked on a
journey of his own in the industry—one
that would take him around the world and
give him the opportunity to train an array of
players. Over the past few years, Ryan has
continued to build his brand and leave his
mark on the industry. From establishing his
own gym—The Hoop House—to organizing
a series of basketball camps, skills sessions,
and community events for the youth, he
has continued to raise the bar while
helping athletes achieve their highest
potentials. Simply amazing!Photographs courtesy of  Ryan Razooky (@r2bball)

Professional Basketball
Skills Trainer

Let’s talk about your journey early on! How was that process of going into
professional training like for you?
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As you became immersed in the world of personal and professional training, what
were some challenges that you faced early on? How did you work to overcome them?

That actually transitions perfectly into our next question which is about your
company—The Hoop House. How did you embark on this journey?

It was fun and crazy all at the same time. I was driving everywhere—all over the city—to train
players, coach with new coaches, run camps, and run clinics. It was hectic, but it was a blast. 

I would say just finding gym time and gym availability (was a challenge). I was able to get
into two gyms myself, and then I also had a few other teams that would rent out gyms for
me when we had multiple days of training. I would say the biggest challenge was that—gym
availability. At first it was tough to try and figure that out, but now that I have my own gym,
it is great since I work with clients consistently.

Yeah! Well this gym was actually opened up by somebody else, and about five years ago, I
stopped by to just see the place and see how I could get involved. Nothing happened at that
time but three years later, if I’m not mistaken, the guy called me and said: “Hey, I see what you
are doing. You are doing an amazing job training. I am no longer staying here, so if you’d like
this gym you can have it.” So from there, I was training about 230 players or so a week.
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Throughout this entrepreneurial journey of creating and building your business,
what are some things that you have learned about yourself?

That’s a great question. I have learned that I am very, very capable of accepting multiple
roles and adapting quickly—whether that is being a trainer, a gym owner, etc. I have
learned (that) I am able to adapt on the fly more than I thought I was going to.

Going into the advice side of things, what are some pieces of advice that you
would give to someone who is interested in pursuing a similar career path and
going into professional basketball training?
One of the most important things is finding a good mentor. You know, somebody who can
help you along the way and who knows the ropes a little bit. If you have one or two mentors,  
that’s good because you get to take the best parts of each of them, (learn) as much as you
can from them, and then do it yourself.
In terms of playing the game, what are some key tips or pieces of advice that you
would give to players who want to play the game at the next level?
The most important thing is to understand the four pillars—skill, IQ, athleticism, and the
intangibles. Skill involves all the dribbling, passing, shooting, etc. IQ is all about
understanding the game, where to be (on the floor), and how to play through pace. The
athleticism is about taking care of their bodies, making sure they can guard people, and
making sure that they can elevate when they need to. Then the intangibles are about
showing up early, working hard, and working often. If you are able to have at least three of
those things, then you have a higher chance of succeeding (in the game).



"The kids—that’s (my)
motivation. Every single day
we have new kids that come

into the gym, and each of
them have a different flame

and a different fire about
them that is exciting to work

with. Just seeing them and
their passion for the game 
is pretty fun and exciting."

- Ryan on his sources of
motivation throughout this

journey.

Throughout our chat, you have
highlighted the impact that
basketball has had on your life. If
you could put it into words, what
does basketball mean to you?
Why is this game so special?

Basketball is something I fell in love
with since I was super, super young. I
have learned a lot of life lessons—
almost everything I know—from
basketball. The most important goal
that I have had in my life was to make
a huge, positive impact on this world.
Basketball has been a platform that I
have been able to use (in order) to do
that, so that is the most important
thing that I would say this game has
done for me.

"The kids—that’s (my)
motivation. Every single day
we have new kids that come

into the gym, and each of
them have a different flame

and a different fire about
them that is exciting to work

with. Just seeing them and
their passion for the game 
is pretty fun and exciting."
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '

CASSIUSCASSIUS
STANLEYSTANLEY
Born and raised in Los Angeles, California, Cassius
Stanley knew he wanted to play in the NBA since
a very young age. From his mom running track in
college to his dad being an agent in the industry,
Cassius has been surrounded by the world of
sports for as long as he can remember. As he got
older though, basketball was the sport that he
naturally gravitated towards. After graduating
high school, Cassius would go on to play a season
at Duke University before declaririn. 

before declaring for the 2020 NBA
Draft. A season where he would not
only elevate his game on the court,
but would also solidify his
commitment to playing the game at
the highest level. Before he knew it,
the opportunity he had been working
towards his entire life was here—the
chance to play in the NBA. Shortly
after being drafted, he signed a two-
way contract with the Indiana Pacers
and officially embarked on his
professional career in the league. He
hasn’t looked back since. Cassius
currently finished up his first year with
the Indiana Pacers’ G-League team—
the Fort Wayne Mad Ants—, and is
continuing his rookie season with the
Indiana Pacers. 

Photo credits: Fort Wayne Mad Ants/NBAE
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  C A S S I U S  S T A N L E Y

Take us through your journey early on! As you transitioned from high school to college,
what were some of the challenges that you faced? How did you work to overcome
them?

I would say the biggest difference(s) were just living on my own, and having to prioritize and
manage my time. By making sure I made use of all (of) my time, took care of my body, and stayed
on top of my studies, I overcame those (challenges) from high school to college.

Let’s dive into your time at Duke. You were only there for one season, but how do you
think your game elevated during your time there to prepare you for the next level?

I think it elevated a lot. Just being coached by Coach K and a bunch of other amazing coaches, I
was able to be in such a great basketball environment. You know, having Coach K—who has
coached the greatest of the greatest with the Olympic team (along with) other teams in
basketball—treat all of us like grown men and run the program like a pro-style program, it really
helped prepare me for (the) next level.

We have to talk about Draft Night! You were selected by the Indiana Pacers in the
2020 NBA Draft. Take us through that experience — What was that moment of
hearing your name being called like for you?

It was everything you would dream it to be. My dream was to be drafted into the NBA and play
in the NBA, so when that happened it was surreal. It didn’t seem real and didn’t hit me until the
next day.
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  C A S S I U S  S T A N L E Y

As you have embarked on your professional career,
how has that transition from college into the league
been like for you thus far?
It has been a pretty seamless transition. I think I had a great
time at Duke that helped me prepare for (the) NBA—with
Coach K treating everything like a professional/NBA-style
program. I think the biggest thing is not having class
anymore, so you have a lot of ample time. Now, it is all about
what you are going to do with that time, how you (are going
to) make use of it, and be productive.

Transitioning a little bit off the court, what are some
passion projects that you would like to pursue as you
embark on your professional career?

When I get established in the NBA, I really want to be able to
give back and help the kids. I just really want to help the
younger generation because they are the future. When I was
younger people passed on knowledge and helped me, so
whenever the time is right and whenever I get the time to
really be established in the NBA, I want to be able to have
the opportunity to help younger generations in any way I can
—that is something that I want to do.



B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  C A S S I U S  S T A N L E Y

- Cassius on a piece of advice he
would give to his younger self .

"I would say, “Cherish
the game when you 

are younger. Just
really enjoy your time

playing basketball
freely. Don’t put those

stresses of outside
pressure or anybody
else on your game.”"

"I would say, “Cherish
the game when you 

are younger. Just
really enjoy your time

playing basketball
freely. Don’t put those

stresses of outside
pressure or anybody
else on your game.”"

What are some pieces of advice that you would give
to someone who is interested in playing basketball
at the collegiate level and one day in the NBA as
well?

It’s a long process and it is never finished. You can level up
and go from middle school to high school, high school to
college, and college to the NBA. But, until you reach your
final destination, it is not over. You are going to be able to
achieve a lot of things, you are going to fail at a lot of
things, but just know that it is a long process—and it is not
over until you can’t do it anymore.

Reflecting back on your journey thus far, what is
one of your favorite memories in the industry?
For sure when we beat North Carolina at North Carolina
last year. We were down by like 20-something (points) with
five or six minutes to go, and we came back and took it to
overtime. We beat them at their home, and it was just
crazy to be a part of it because that is one of the biggest
rivalries in basketball.
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DEVINDEVIN
ROBINSONROBINSON

B U B B L E  B A L L I N ' Florida for three seasons before
declaring for the 2017 NBA Draft.
Despite going undrafted, Devin kept
his eyes on the price. He remained
locked in. He continued to work on
strengthening his skills on the court
and perfecting his game. Shortly
after, Devin signed a two-way
contract with the Washington
Wizards after joining them for the
2017 NBA Summer League. It was
only up from there. Devin just
wrapped up his fourth season in the
league—playing for the Fort Wayne
Mad Ants in the NBA G-League
bubble—, and is looking forward to
joining an NBA team as he
continues his professional career.

Devin Robinson started playing basketball at
just three years old. Growing up in Richmond,
Virginia, Devin remembers falling in love with
the game and immersing himself in the sport
very quickly. It wasn’t until his sophomore year
of high school though that he knew he wanted
to play the game at the professional level. The
rest is history! After graduating high school,
Devin would go on to play at the University of
Flo

Photo credits: Fort Wayne Mad Ants/NBAE
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  D E V I N  R O B I N S O N

Take us through that journey early on
at the University of Florida. How do
you think your game elevated during
your time there?

Well I grew up a lot—body-wise, mentally,
just all around. Going into high school, you
are the best player on the team. In college
(though), everybody is the best player from
their high school team so it is great
competition everywhere. (Also), the SEC
was no joke—you know guys were
competing. I went to Florida for Billy
Donovan—he was recruiting me and was
just using different tactics than what I had
heard from any other coach. He was
basically telling me what I needed to get
better on, and what I needed to do and be
as a player to get to the next level. I really
respected him for that, and that is why I
decided to go to Florida. Once I got there, I
just knew it was on. I had to take the game
more seriously, watch more film, and just
take everything to the next level.

Let’s take it back to your start in the
industry! Although you went undrafted in
the 2017 NBA Draft, you continued to
work and train, and ended up signing
with the Washington Wizards. During that
time, what were some things that kept
you motivated and focused to continue
working towards your dream of playing in
the league?

What kept me motivated was just wanting
more. I went undrafted, so I had a chip on my
shoulder. I personally thought I could have
been drafted in that draft, but things didn’t go
as planned. For me it was like, “I am just going
to prove to everybody that I can play at the
highest level.” I had a chip on my shoulder
going in and earned myself a two-way
(contract). So just wanting more for myself
and always dreaming big was what added
more fuel to the fire and kept me going.

As you embarked on your professional
career in the league, what were some
challenges that you faced early on?
How did you work to overcome them?

Just realizing that you are another small
fish in the pond again. You know, in high
school you are “big fish,” and when you go
to college you are back small. In college
you get to a point where you are big again,
and then going into the professional world,
you are back small. So just wrapping my
head around being the small fish again was
a challenge. Getting older, becoming wiser,
learning more of the game, and being
open to learning from vets like John Wall,
Bradley Beal, and Markieff Morris when I
was with the Wizards really helped me out
during my journey.
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  D E V I N  R O B I N S O N

What does basketball mean to you? Why is this game so special?
Basketball to me is everything. It has given me confidence in who I am, the power to be a
positive role model on anyone who looks up to me, the power to spread love through
the game, the opportunity to meet different people in different fields—both on and off
the court—, and (the) chance to build different relationships.
Transitioning a little bit off the court, tell us all about your “No Noise” clothing
brand. What was the inspiration behind embarking on this journey and
creating this motto?
Man! “No Noise” started back when I was in high school. It is just a way of life. You cannot
let people tell you what you can and can’t be. You know, you have to block out the extra
noise—the doubters, the haters, the people that don’t believe in you—and just stick to
what you know. The work that you put in every day, you don’t have to be flashy with it.
You don’t have to record everything to show (people). It is all about knowing that when
someone lines up in front of you, and it’s time to play, you know that you have been
putting that work in. (“No Noise”) represents the importance of blocking out all the extra
noise, just focusing on you, and focusing on being the best person that you can be.



B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  D E V I N  R O B I N S O N

Going into the advice side of things, what are
some pieces of advice that you would give to
someone who is interested in pursuing a similar
career path and playing basketball professionally?

Reflecting back on your journey thus far, what is a
piece of advice that you would give to your
younger self and why?

Don’t give up. Keep fighting. You can play basketball all
over the world. Also, don’t have an ego—just go out
there and do what you do. You have put the work in, so
have fun and enjoy the time that you have (with the
game). Stay in the gym, stay locked in, stay focused, and
#NoNoise.

A piece of advice I would give to my younger self is: “Just
stay grounded. Never get too high, never get too low.
Regardless of whatever happens in your life, you are
going to be okay—you just can’t let the highs be too
high and the lows be too low.”
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JALENJALEN
LECQUELECQUE

B U B B L E  B A L L I N '
strengthened his IQ of the game. This
was only the beginning. After
transferring to Brewster Academy for
his fifth year, he began exploring the
next steps in his career. Given his
commitment to playing in the NBA,
Jalen decided to forego a college
career and instead declare for the
2019 NBA Draft—a decision that
would enable him to achieve his
lifelong dream sooner than he could
have ever imagined. He would go on to
play for the Phoenix Suns his rookie
year before joining the Indiana Pacers.
Jalen recently wrapped up G-League
play with the Fort Wayne Mad Ants,
and is excited to continue growing
both on and off the court in the years
to come.

Jalen Lecque has had an unconventional, yet
exciting journey in basketball. For this Bronx, New
York native, the game was a world that he was
passionate about and quickly wanted to become
immersed in from a young age. Jalen began his
high school basketball career at Monsignor
Scanlan High School, where he played for three
years before traveling to North Carolina for his
fourth year of school. Throughout that time, Jalen
deepened his love for the sport and
strengthened his IQ of the game. This was

Photo credits: Fort Wayne Mad Ants/NBAE
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  J A L E N  L E C Q U E

Let’s dive into your journey early on! You went from high school straight to the
league. What was that transition like for you?

It was different. You know, I had friends and people that I knew that were going to college
and I was skipping (that). It was just a big change because you are entering a whole new
level of maturity and becoming a man. The NBA helped me a lot with just growing up a lot
faster and being professional. (Although) it was a hard transition, it was a great one at the
end of the day because it helped me a lot.

In your first year in the league, you played for the Phoenix Suns. Could you share
more with us about what that experience was like for you?
It was exciting—just playing with an All-Star, Devin Booker, and future All-Star, Deandre
Ayton. You know, just playing with them and other good dudes was a great opportunity for
me just to learn as much as I could. It helped a lot with my game on and off the court. My
game got a lot more mature—I got stronger, faster—, and I was able to think about the
game a lot differently. A lot of the time, I used to be focused on certain things like defense
or scoring the ball, but I (learned) that there are so many other things to basketball (in
order) to become a great player. Just learning and watching other young players do those
things helped me elevate my game from that.
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B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  J A L E N  L E C Q U E

As you embark on your second year in the league, both with the Pacers and Mad Ants,
what are some personal goals that you have?

Just play more consistently. Anybody in this league can score 30 points or take a lot of shots, but I
just want to make the possessions that I have valuable. At that next level you won’t get a lot of
chances, and when you do (get those possessions), you want to make them count. So I just want
to be more consistent with my field goal percentage, locking down on defense, and elevating my
game.

You touched on the importance of personal growth. As you have continued to grow
and evolve in the industry, what are some things that you have learned about
yourself?
I have learned about the importance of believing in yourself, (maintaining) that mental strength,
and having that desire to succeed. 

Transitioning a little bit off the court, what are some things that you are passionate
about beyond the game?
I am a person of financial freedom, so I just want to (continuously) learn a lot about finances.
Through the NBA, you can always take care of yourself—but my goal wasn’t just to take care of
myself, it was to take care of my family. So I want to set pathways of opportunities for my family
that other people don’t.



B U B B L E  B A L L I N '  -  J A L E N  L E C Q U E

Going into the advice side of things, what
are some pieces of advice that you would
give to someone who is interested in
playing basketball at the professional
level?

Reflecting back on your journey thus far,
what is a piece of advice that you would
give to your younger self and why?

What is one of your favorite
memories in the industry
thus far?

Throughout our chat, you have mentioned
the impact that basketball has had on your
life. If you could put it into words, what
does basketball mean to you? Why is this
game so special?

The advice I would give them is to really sit
down with themselves and (embrace) the gifts
they were blessed with to do certain things on
the court. From there, it is all about having a
very strong mental and belief in themselves. At
the high school level—and even below—, you
are supported by the veterans on the team. In
the NBA, you also have veterans, but there are
more expectations on you because you are a
grown man. They want you to have that “want”
for yourself. If you need people to push you, it
might not be the right sport. If you are mentally
strong and you can push yourself (though), you
will be good.

I would tell myself, “Just keep working and
make more connections.” I think I kept a lot to
myself when I was younger, and I wish I would
have reached out to other people more to just
learn from them.

I think basketball saved my life, honestly.
Coming up from New York—where it was not
really the safest place—and then moving to
New Jersey later on in my life, it helped me
build my character. Basketball really took my
mind off going out and hanging out a lot. My
family helped me a lot with basketball and just
keeping my mind straight. I have always had
that focus to do something (with the game)
every day, and it honestly has saved my life.
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One of my favorite memories
was getting that call to play in the
NBA with the (Phoenix) Suns.
That was a moment where I felt
like I finally made it. I was never
really supposed to be in the NBA
when I was younger, and I made
it happen myself, so (that
moment) brought something to
light for me—that you can really
do anything you want if you
really believe in it.



X
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PAIGE
APKARIAN

Assistant Director of Creative
Services | Illinois Athletics

B U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R SB U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R S

Yeah! The sports side was what was different. I think my university and program really prepared us for that
next step. It was by no means an easy program or an easy degree to get, but working in sports was not
something that they really taught you. When I worked with the Packers, I worked a lot in brand marketing,
not really social. But it really taught me the ins and outs of the job, how to work with others on a really
professional level, and gain that confidence in your own work and (personal) capabilities. I think I was
prepared to work hard, but I think things like time management were areas that I had to learn. Over time, I
ultimately gained that confidence and learned about how to pick and choose my battles.

For Paige Apkarian, the opportunity to pursue a career in
sports design was something that she discovered during
her time at Bowling Green State University. Growing up
in Lima, Ohio, Paige remembers watching and playing a
variety of sports throughout her childhood, and
developing a unique love for the industry. As she
combined her interests for art and sports during her
time in college, Paige became immersed in the creative
side of the industry and began photographing an array of
matchups for the school newspaper. It wasn’t until a few
years later, when she attended a Yankees game and
noticed the incredible video board graphics and brand
packaging, that she became interested in working in
sports design. This was the beginning of it all. From
there, Paige would go on to build her portfolio in the
industry through her work with the Toledo Rockets and
Green Bay Packers before joining the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. She is currently the Assistant
Director of Creative Services at Illinois Athletics, and
works with the men’s basketball, cross country, track &
field, and gymnastics teams to curate their branding,
digital assets, and social media presence. 

Photographs courtesy of Paige Apkarian (@paigemaydesign)

I think it kind of took off after college. My social media (platforms) were always for personal use to connect
with friends. I got into the graphic design and sports design side of Twitter, but I didn’t have a lot of
followers or anything like that because I didn’t have a ton of work to post. With the Packers, it was more
internal, branded, and printed projects rather than the cool edits that you see (on Twitter). I took an
internship with the Bronx Pinstripes—they are like a fan base and fansite for Yankees fans—, and that is
where I started doing different social graphics for upcoming games and events. Sharing that work really
got me some followers, and people started to know who I was. So I have built (my personal brand) by just
sharing work and posting different personal projects. Then over time, I kind of grew my following and
connections there. I enjoy a lot of different mediums and try to be as authentic as possible, so I do share a
lot of different things on those platforms.

Let’s talk about building your personal brand in this space! You do a lot of different forms of
visual media—graphic design, photography, and painting. How did you get started building
your personal brand?

Take us through that journey early on after graduating from college. How was that transition
from college into the world of graphic design and visual media like for you?
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B U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R S  -  P A I G E  A P K A R I A N

You are currently the Assistant Director of
Creative Services at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. Could you share
more with us about your experience there?
What were some of the challenges that you
faced early on?

Yeah! I work with our Creative Director and
another graphic designer, so we are a team of
three—not counting, you know, other
photographers, videographers, marketing, and
social. We divide up our sports from there. Men’s
basketball is my primary, but I also work with our
gymnastics team, cross country and track, and I
worked with golf for a little bit too. I do the
branding and overarching designs for those
programs. I think the big challenge was (the fact)
that it was the first job working primarily with
social and designing for fan engagements
through social (media). You know, doing the
game day graphics, the gameday packages, and
the look for our program. It was very
overarching. I was used to one particular thing
and this was a wide variety of things, so I had to
gain a lot of comfortability with that—it was a
change. I also had a lot more free reign. I was
used to having an extensive approval process for
things to go out. I was used to having a lot of
eyes on my work. Now (in this role), there is a lot
more openness to me being able to kind of run
with things.

What are some skills or characteristics that
you believe can help someone excel in this
space of the industry?

I definitely think you have to be open to learning
continuously. I think really staying up to date with
what is going on in the industry, and elevating
your own personal brand too is important. (Also),
time management is definitely important. Being
able to prioritize a ton of projects at one time is
not an easy task, and being able to work on the
fly is key. You know, there have been many
instances where we weren’t supposed to win this
game, and suddenly we are making a comeback
and we need something out. So to be able to
quickly create and think on your feet is a crucial
skill that isn’t talked about enough.

I love my job. I love working with the sports
that I have, that is super encouraging—
especially with men’s basketball. We have
this growing team (filled with) young talent
that really inspires me to keep creating,
keep up with that growth, and tell our
athletes’ stories. I think when you have a
team like that and a job you enjoy, it is easy
to stay motivated. I look at a lot of different
designers and people on social (as well). I
get a lot of inspiration from other sports
designers, but I try to not only get
inspiration from there because that is
when things start to look the same. 

Throughout this journey, what are
some things that personally keep you
inspired and motivated to continue
growing in the creative space?
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“Find time to relax.” I feel like
when I was in college, I was

constantly grinding and thought
that that was what the culture

was—not just in sports design,
but design in general. That is

not sustainable and is not
healthy at all. It is important to

find time to relax."
- Paige on a piece of advice she
would give to her younger self .

I would say, “Network with other people in the
industry.” I was always kind of nervous to do
that. But this past summer, I video chatted with
a lot of creatives that I looked up to and that
was super important. It is not only important for
your personal development, but you are also
making friends and connections with other
people in the industry. Networking in this space
is huge. The industry seems big, but at the
same, it really is not—I think everyone kind of
knows of each other. So I would say to definitely
reach out to people because they are more
than willing to help you more times than not.
Also, keep creating and never stop creating.
Figure out what you want your style to be,
experiment with different mediums, make cool
stuff, and post it.

Going into the advice side of things, what
are some pieces of advice that you would
give to someone who is interested in
pursuing a similar career path and going
into the creative services area of the sports
industry?

B U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R S  -  P A I G E  A P K A R I A N

“Find time to relax.” I feel like
when I was in college, I was

constantly grinding and thought
that that was what the culture

was—not just in sports design,
but design in general. That is

not sustainable and is not
healthy at all. It is important to

find time to relax."
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Alina Rogers discovered her interest in sports
design during her time in college. Growing up in
Germany, Alina remembers falling in love with
the game of golf at a young age and exploring
the opportunities to play the sport at the next
level. After moving with her family to Toronto,
Canada at the age of 15 years old, she became
immersed in the world of golf. From
participating in several regional tournaments to
deepening her knowledge of the game through
her involvement in caddying programs, Alina’s
golf career skyrocketed around the 10th grade.
She received an athletic scholarship to the
University of Missouri (Mizzou)—where she
would go on to play for four years and discover
her love for visual storytelling. During her time
at Mizzou, Alina earned her bachelor’s degree
in graphic design and interned with the
university’s athletic department. From creating
graphics for the women’s basketball team to
focus

Photographs courtesy of Alina Rogers (@alinarogers_)

B U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R S
ALINA

ROGERS
Specialty Media Coordinator |

Utah Men's Basketball

My background was in graphic design. That is how I pretty much got my job at Utah—I presented
my work in such a way where it was like, “I can be an advantage to you in terms of graphic design.”
Utah didn’t really have that at a full capacity (back then). I started my job with a lot of graphic
design work, and then the social media stuff kind of came with the job. The funny thing about this
whole thing is that I don’t play basketball. I have some knowledge of the game but not extensive
knowledge of the game. So it’s just that I marketed myself in a way that I know how to market a
team and how to create content for the team. And for that, you don’t need to know the sport. You
need to know the basics of the sport, but you don’t need to know all the (ins and outs). 
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focusing on recruiting design for the football team to designing visual graphics for the men’s
basketball team, she continued to strengthen her skills in the industry and solidify her
commitment to pursuing a career in sports design. It was only up from there. In December of
2015, Alina joined Utah Men’s Basketball as the program's Specialty Media Coordinator, and has
been responsible for the team’s content strategy, branding, and digital & social media presence
since. 

Take us through that journey early on. How was that transition from college—where
you were interning in the digital space—to fully immersing yourself in the world of
professional content creation in sports like for you?
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B U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R S  -  A L I N A  R O G E R S

In terms of skills and characteristics, what are some qualities that you think can help
someone excel in the industry?

You need to be very trustworthy and honest. The honesty just helps with everything in life—if you
are honest with yourself and the co-workers around you, they will think a lot higher of you than if
you were dishonest. I would also say to always be kind. You want to be well-liked by most people.
You might work in one department, but (more times than not) you will work with people from
other departments, so be willing to bring your ideas to the table. When it comes to
trustworthiness, it is (all about) knowing that you will not talk about things you hear or see with
anybody. That sense of trust, I have noticed, often (leads to) more access. I think the more you can
do that, the more you will be better off.

In this role, I run all of the social media accounts for the University of Utah Men’s Basketball team
—so their Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. I run all of the content strategy (for the team), and all
of that content theme goes through my hands—as either I create it or somebody else creates it
and I sign off on it. I have a very close relationship with our strategic communication staff and the
SID. There is a constant communication between me and those departments. Also, I create all
digital graphics for the team. So anything you see on social media I usually create it, and then I
collaborate with the marketing team on certain branding pieces for facility banners and larger
scale projects. 

You are currently the Specialty Media Coordinator for Utah Men's Basketball. Could you
share more with us about your role with the team? For people who might be interested
in pursuing a similar position, what are some of the responsibilities that this role
entails?



B U S I N E S S  A L L - S T A R S  -  A L I N A  R O G E R S
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Going into the advice side of things, what are
some pieces of advice that you would give to
someone who is interested in pursuing a
similar career path and going into the sports
photography, graphic design, and digital
media side of the industry?

I think if you have the graphic design talent, make a
lot of personal projects that can showcase your
work (even) if you don’t work for a team. If you are a
Denver Broncos fan, (for example), by all means just
create graphics of the Denver Broncos. At some
point, somebody might notice it or even the Denver
Broncos might notice it. For photography, if you are
in high school, just shoot your high school team. I
would also say, using Twitter and Instagram as a
way to reach out to other creatives (is key). In the
sports world, especially in the creative side, people
are willing to share some of their knowledge. We
are all very open to sharing, you just have to ask us.
We are not going to give you the key on a silver
platter because of course there is a little bit of
secret sauce, but we are willing to show and help
(others).



THE BALLERS MAGAZINE PRESENTS

THE SPOTLIGHT
SERIES

A new segment dedicated to highlighting sports
professionals that are up next! These feature

stories give an inside look into the transition of
athletes, creatives, and business professionals to

the next level of their careers.
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S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S she received a call from an agent
offering the opportunity to continue
her basketball career playing for
Western Carolina University (WCU) in
the United States. She hasn’t looked
back since. From earning her college
degree at WCU to elevating her game
throughout her collegiate basketball
career, Judith continued to embrace
the opportunity to compete at the
highest level. A drive that would give
her the chance to play professionally
after graduation. Currently, Judith is
playing in CD Raca—a professional
basketball league in Spain—, and also
finishing up her second degree in
sports science. As she embarks on this
new chapter, she is looking forward to
maximizing her time on the court while
learning the ins and outs of the game
to teach the next generation of
professional athletes in the years to
come.

JUDITHJUDITH
MARTIN RUIZMARTIN RUIZ
Born and raised in Granada, Spain, Judith Martin Ruiz
became immersed in the world of basketball after watching
her older sister play the game growing up. Shortly after
joining her sister’s team and playing alongside her and her
teammates, Judith quickly improved her skills on the court. It
was only up from there. She was then offered the
opportunity to join a more advanced team that would
compete in regional selections and other high-caliber
tournaments in her city. This quickly became a platform that
highlighted Judith’s love for the game and undeniable talent
on the floor. As her time in the league was coming to an end, 
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Photographs courtesy of Judith Martin Ruiz (@judithmr4)

Let’s start with your time at Western Carolina University! Could you share more
with us about your experiences there?
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S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S  -  J U D I T H  M A R T I N  R U I Z

How do you think your time playing collegiate basketball at WCU help elevate
your game?

First of all, I went there and my English was so, so bad. So I had to start from the
beginning. I couldn’t communicate with my teammates and coaches for like the first two
months. It was hard. Later on, I started talking a little bit more and sharing more things
with my teammates. It was great. There were also some rules that were different in
college there (in comparison) to colleges here in Spain—so it was hard at the beginning,
but then it was all good. All of my teams were awesome and my teammates were great
with (helping me) solve any problems with my classes, (etc). I stayed there for three years
before coming back to Spain again.

I think in the U.S. you have to play more physically because players are younger, and they
use their body to score and play hard defense on you. So you have to be stronger, you
have to be quicker, and you have to be faster. I spent a lot of hours in the gym just trying
to get bigger. After three years of being in the U.S. my body changed of course, so coming
back here to Spain, I can now use my body more to create space or play better defense
against bigger players. So I feel like I still have the same basketball IQ of the European-
style of play, (while) having the physical play of an American player. I can combine both
now which has definitely helped my game grow—because now I can use my American
skills at some points and European IQ (at) others.



During your three years here in the states,
what are some things that you learned about
yourself?

S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S  -  J U D I T H  M A R T I N  R U I Z

I thought that I was really dependent on my mom
and my dad. When I got to the U.S. I had to do
everything by myself, and I thought that I wouldn’t
be able to do it. At the end of the day (though), I
did, so I feel like I definitely matured as a woman
and grew as a person.

As you embarked on that next step in your
career playing basketball, what are some
challenges that you faced early on? How did
you work to overcome them?

I feel like it was hard for me when I came back.
When I signed with this team right now, they had
eight or nine players that were playing for two or
three years before me. I was like the new player
(on the team). My coach already knew everyone
else, but she didn’t know me. I had to earn my
minutes, I had to earn my plays. I feel like here in
Spain, there are a lot of Spanish players that play
for the same team for a lot of years—so they have
their minutes and positions. Here, when you come
back (to play), you have to earn all of that. You
have to work harder during practice and in the
gym (in order) to earn that. It was like I almost
started from zero again because nobody knew me.

Now that you are playing overseas, what has
that experience been like for you? What are
some key takeaways that you could share
with others who want to play professional
basketball overseas?
I can tell them that it is not going to be easy—you
are going to have to work for it. If you work hard
(though), you will have those results and it will be
great. Also, you can learn a lot of things about
different places, know different cultures, and
learn from different people. (For example) right
now I am playing in Spain, but I don’t know if in
the future I am going to play in France or Italy. So
it is good to have that open mentality and (ability
to) see different things. I feel like everybody who
is thinking about playing overseas should do it
because you are going to learn a lot through
(that) experience.

Going into the advice side of things,
what are some pieces of advice that you
would give to someone who is
interested in playing basketball at the
professional level?
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You really want to be a professional (with the
game). You really have to know that you want
it because you are going to have to spend a
lot of time practicing in the gym. Also,
sometimes you are not going to have the
same lifestyle as your friends. For example, I
remember when I was in college, some of my
friends wanted to hang out or go to parties
and I couldn’t. I had to sleep or get ready for
practice the next day early in the morning, so
I had to treat it as a professional. That would
be (a piece of) advice that I would give to
someone—know that there are going to be
some things that you won’t be able to do or
can’t do with your friends because you have
to prepare for the game.
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Reflecting back on your time playing
in college, what are some tips that
you could give to someone who may
want to come to the U.S. to play at
the collegiate level?

Don’t be afraid to leave home and try to
play in the U.S.. You are going to play
good basketball with a lot of different
good players, and you can also have
your degree. In Spain, for example, you
don’t have the chance to play
professionally and get your degree (as
well). It is super hard to do that here. In
the U.S., it is easy—you can have your
degree, you can play good basketball,
and you have professors who will work
with you. You have the opportunity to
grow as a professional basketball player
and also as a person. It is important to
have something to do after basketball so
it is great that you are able to do both
things.

S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S  -  J U D I T H  M A R T I N  R U I Z

Transitioning a little bit off the
court, what are some things that
you are passionate about that you
would like to pursue in the years to
come?

Right now, I am finishing up my second
degree here in Spain in sports science.
After that, I would like to get my master's
degree because I want to be a teacher. I
am going to try and play professionally
here in Spain (while) finishing up my
degree. I know that, as a professional,
you are not going to be playing after you
are 34 or 35 (years old). It is just really
hard to keep playing as a professional.
So I would like to have a second way as a
teacher and tutor of the game. Both of
my parents are teachers, and they also
studied something related to sports
science. I like sports—volleyball, soccer,
American football, (etc.)—, so I want to
use my love for coaching and sports in
the years to come.

Something that you’ve touched on throughout our
chat is the importance of having that motivation and
mental toughness—especially when one faces
adversity. Could you share your thoughts with us on
the importance of having that mentality in order to
push through challenges?

Yeah! I just think about injuries, for example. Even
when you are a professional, you are going to have
moments where you are not at your 100%—it is just
impossible. During the season, you are not going to be
at your fullest every time. You have to be aware of that,
and keep working. It’s like, “Ok I am not good right now,
but I am going to try and get better, recover, and then
push myself more.” You can’t stop. You have to
continue pushing. You have to be tough and you need
to listen to your body.
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S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S and photography. The rest is history.
Natasha would go on to earn a
bachelor’s degree in Digital
Photography, while building her
connections in the sports industry
through collaborations with schools
such as Duke University and the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. She recently embarked
on her professional career as a
sports photographer and is working
with an array of brands and
organizations in the industry. As she
continues growing in the space, she
is looking forward to tapping into
other creative spaces such as
graphic design and videography, and
is excited to share the stories of
athletes through captivating visual
media.

NATASHANATASHA
SWANSONSWANSON
Natasha Swanson knew she wanted to pursue a
career in sports photography since a very
young age. From always watching games with
her family on television to playing an array of
sports herself, Natasha remembers developing
a strong love for the world of sports growing
up. It wasn’t until her sophomore year of high
school though that she discovered the
opportunity to merge her two passions—sports 
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Photographs courtesy of Natasha Swanson (@_youngtash)

S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S  -  N A T A S H A  S W A N S O N

Transitioning to your personal brand, how did
you get started building your brand in the
space?

I started my brand when I was in high school. It was
kind of crazy to be able to be a business owner
when I was in high school, and start it out from (a)
young age. It was a big challenge being young and
trying to figure out what I wanted to do for pricing.
That is probably still a challenge till this day
because I am the type of person that is not money-
hungry. I always want to help other people that
want or need photos, but I also need to make a
living from it. So I have learned a lot over the past
couple of years from mentors about what I need to
do, how I need to price my work, (etc). It is also
because of those people who pay for my work that
I am able to give back to others that can’t really
afford it right now.

How was that transition from college into the world of sports photography like for you?

Since I had connections at Duke University, once I graduated, I started working with the team
whenever they needed photos or one of their photographers was not there to cover the games. It
was kind of easy to go from college into the “real world” (given) those connections that I had when I
was in college. Duke didn’t need me all of the time, so I had to continue making more connections
and getting my name out there. Sometimes, companies would email me out of nowhere—and I
didn’t know how they would find me or how they saw my work—, but it was a blessing to have
other people find my work and know who I was.

Reflecting on that journey early on, what were
some challenges that you faced? How did you
work to overcome them?

I think the big challenge (that I faced) was being a
woman working in sports. You always get that talk of
you can’t do this, you can’t do that. I mean, it is still a
challenge till this day, but I have learned to ignore
those people. That was probably the biggest challenge.
Also, working with different colleges and different
companies, they process their photos and (content) a
different way—that was another challenge. So (for
example) going from working with Duke Athletics to
UNC Chapel Hill, each school had a completely
different way of working. It was a challenge trying to
remember each step that each school (implements)
and stuff like that.

- Natasha on a piece of
advice she would give to 

her younger self .

"I would say, “Just 
keep going.” My

mentality and biggest
mantra is to keep going 

no matter what."

"I would say, “Just 
keep going.” My

mentality and biggest
mantra is to keep going 

no matter what."
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S P O T L I G H T  S E R I E S  -  N A T A S H A  S W A N S O N
You have worked with an array of brands
and companies such as Duke, Overtime, and
the NCAA. What are some characteristics or
skills that you think can help someone excel
in this space?
Honestly, just don’t be scared to connect with
people. Don’t be scared to go out and take
photos. I always grew up being afraid to fail. I
was terrified of failing at what I did. It wasn’t
until I really got into the field, and failed over
and over again, that I realized I would learn from
those failures and gain positive skills (moving
forward).

Throughout this journey as a full-time
freelancer and sports photographer, what
are some things that you have learned about
yourself?

You have mentioned a couple already
throughout our chat, but what are some
additional pieces of advice that you would
give to someone who is interested in
pursuing a similar path and going into sports
photography?

I have learned how strong I can be no matter
how many things have been thrown at me. Not
only have I had difficulties and challenges in the
industry, but I have had problems on the other
side of life—health issues and stuff like that. So
being able to handle so many things at one time
has taught me about how to process
(challenges), and how to keep my mental health
together as well.

I would say, “I know it’s going to look crazy, and
there are going to be so many things thrown at
you—difficulties and challenges. It’s all going to
be worth the hustle and the time that you put
into it (though).” When I started this out, I did so
many things for free. I did so many things on
the side to be able to be where I am today. So I
would say that doing things for free, especially
for big brands and colleges, can help you get
your foot in the door. There are times where
you are going to have to do things for free.
There are times where you are going to have to
work long nights and long hours, but it is all
going to be worth it in the end.

Earlier in our conversation, you
mentioned the impact that building
genuine relationships with people has had
on your journey thus far. Could you share
with us your thoughts on the importance
of having that tribe or that group of
people that push you to grow and evolve
in the industry?

It’s so important to have that kind of circle
that keeps you pushing. You always need to
have those people that tell you the truth
and push you to do better. It has been a
big thing for me because I have always
hated getting critiqued on my work—I
didn’t want people to hate my work. But, I
have learned that (having those people)
has helped me so much to push myself and
know that I am able to do different things. I
mean some things that people tell you are
not completely true, but you can always
weigh out the pros and cons of what
people tell you, and determine if what they
are trying to help you with is something
that you can apply (to your work).



M O T I V A T I O N
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TOTO

Use the following worksheet to 

write down a goal that you would like to

achieve in the near future (ideally within

the next 30 days). Fill out the bubbles to

create a blueprint that can guide you on

your journey towards achieving this goal.
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M O T I V A T I O N

Write down the ideal time frame in
which you would like to achieve this

short-term goal.

Your Goal Time Frame

Write down a goal that you would like
to achieve in the near future.

What are some ways that you will
implement reflection throughout this

journey? (Ex: Will you write down your
experiences in a journal? Meditate

throughout to reflect on your journey?
Or do something else?)

The Plan

Your Daily Mantra/Personal

Affirmation:

What habits/activities will you be
adding to your daily routine in 

order to achieve your goal? 
Write them down below.
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Sky's the limit, keep ballin'.


